Meeting Minutes

Attendees
Mary Gough - GOAL
Phil Thomas - GOAL
Ladislaus Ongaro - GOAL
Jacques Rascol - MdM
Dismas Nyaga - World Vision
Sabiq Kakai - KRC/Co-Chair
Daniel Kibe - KRC
Oddbjorn Larsen - UNICEF/Chair

Elisha S. Nziko - UNHCR
Jes Moller - UNHCR
Dr. John Ogange - WHO
Francis Mbuvi - WFP
Joan Okiring - MERLIN
Glenn Hughson - Action Against Hunger
Jurgen Hulst - UNICEF/Nairobi

Absent:
Mercy Corps, MSF/S

Introduction and welcome from Oddbjorn Larsen UNICEF Log Off/Nakuru

Activity Update by Organisation

World Vision
- NFI distribution in Nakuru completed. Tarps, mosquito nets, sanitary pads & soap in pipeline
- Molo; IDPs initially targeted for distribution has moved, will coordinate with KRC where to proceed
- Psycho social consultant expected next week to do field assessment

Action Against Hunger
- Reconfirmed six month mandate, will be present until Aug/Sept 2008
- Showground B-site; 40 latrines and 40 washrooms completed. Has been arguing for additional land which is now approved. Water supply will be ready later this week
- Will initiate meeting with other WES partners to look at drainage in all camps
- Lenana Primary and Moi Primary School; 15 girls and 10 boys’ latrines completed. Will do same work in two more schools
- Livelihood team will arrive next week
- Has secured funding from; DIFID £ 400,000 and OFDA $ 400,000
- Still 2000 family kit (not packed) items in stock and encouraged KRC to send staff to ACF warehouse to assemble kits for distribution

UNHCR
- Flash appeal out to be operational for another six months
- Demo transitional shelter ready at Nakuru Police Vehicle Inspection Site (close to Showground from second roundabout) Revised designed require Nairobi shelter cluster approval
- 1600 plastic sheets will be delivered KRC Nakuru next week
- 30 UNHCR tents delivered Olbanata Moi Farm by KRC
- Narok North & South; 2 x 600 IDPs (two locations) need plastic sheeting, will be delivered through World Concern
GOAL
- Will reassess end April and decide whether to continue operations
- Londiani camp ready 12 March (on schedule) for handover to KRC
- Will start WES work in schools next week in accordance with MoE assessment
- Livelihood support to 1000 households in Nakuru North; seeds and fertilizer + same for 4000 families in Londiani and Molo
- 3 months replenishment distribution to start next week, 2300 kits with stoves

KRC
- Nakuru Showground; will provide generators as a makeshift power supply solution
- Medical teams now present in Molo Saw Mill and Baraka camps
- Blankets supplied; Naivasha 1790 ea and Molo 1710 ea
- Additional warehouse space; KRC to submit formal letter to NCPB requesting one additional go down for storage of NFIs
- Naivasha, tents pitched; Stadium = 93, Kedang = 103. Washrooms constructed; Stadium = 110, Kedang = 220
- Drainage at Nakuru Showground and Afraha Stadium need to be addressed urgently, ref ACF report same subject
- Kangasis, Elementaita need plastic sheets, KRC to respond
- IOM has moved 40 families from Gilgei/Molo to Kisumu
- Food to schools and churches are now provided by “well-wishers”
- Food to IDP host families not yet solved

MdM
- Mobile Clinics continue operations twice weekly in Kikopei (near Gilgil) and once weekly in Jambo Camp (Londiani) and Kamungi 1 & 2
- Seen an average of 50 patients/day last week
- Mandate until mid April 2008

WHO
- Pulling out of Nakuru by the end of this week
- Works primarily through Ministry of Health

WFP
- Sweet CSB for SFP is now available
- Current stocks for 3-4 weeks supply
- Received cereals from Government of Kenya
- Food coverage over last 3 weeks is 90%
- Experiences that some IDP sites are vacated
- Agencies urged to report gaps to be included in distribution plans
- Narok; World Concern has done food distribution without informing WFP
- Naivasha; distribution completed, Molo starts 12 March
- Nakuru Showground and Afrah Stadium receive weekly rations
- Trucks; WFP able to assist agencies with trucks until 6th May 2008. Need two days prior notice to accommodate requests. **POC:** Francis phone # 0733879731 or 0722711967

MERLIN
- Continues work in Nakuru North at 5 IDP sites + 8 locations for IDPs from host families
- Two teams operational through MoH

UNICEF
o Health & Nutrition survey in Naivasha and Molo this week
o Distribution of education supplies completed in Nakuru North (20 schools)
o Head Emergency Office in Nairobi attending workshop on revision of UNICEF’s 60 days intervention plan
o Distribution of education supplies for Naivasha District starts 14 March
o UNICEF and DHL trucks supported KRC last week

**Logistics constrains**
- Transport; no constrains reported, WFP reconfirmed support commitment
- Warehousing; UNICEF will look at potential sites and KRC to confirm if additional space at NCPB will be available. WV reported that IDPs broke in and stole NFIs from their temporary store in Nakuru Showground.
- Wet season; expecting accessibility problems to IDP sites in Donduri, Londiani and Molo Districts. UNICEF will provide Nairobi Log Cluster Chair detailed info to facilitate mapping

**Update from Nairobi Log Cluster Chair**
- Flash Appeal for the Humanitarian Response Plan through 2008 is not limited to post election emergency only but has a wider scope to include other foreseen crisis e.g. drought etc.
- Road escorts provided by the Army is now reverting to the Police
- There are no big constrains on logistics
- WFP’s mandate to provide log support will not be extended beyond 6th May 2008
- Agencies planning for the recovery phase should include transport and storage costs
- Nairobi Log Cluster is to discuss exit strategy but there will still be a need for logistic coordination
- Log and Shelter Clusters to address gaps in shelter and NFI coverage but UNHCR and KRC are responsible for execution

**AOB**
- UNHCR reported that IDPs departing Bhati Police Station left with UNHCR issued tents. Comment; *which is to be expected in any emergency*
- Nakuru Showground; one tent burned downed due to open fire, nobody injured.

**Next Meeting**
Tuesday 19th March 1700 hrs at UNICEF Nakuru Office, Milimani